HOME STUDIO INFORMATION PACK
TUTORS - JEMMA DERYSHIRE & ROBIN WU
Home Studio is a new concept from Paintbox, designed to allow participants to work from their own
home, at their own pace, while experiencing all that we offer and pride ourselves in, in our ‘real life’
courses! A personal approach, a supportive environment, and helping you to achieve things you
didn't know that you were capable of! These modules are designed to be upbeat and encouraging
while offering rigour and solid teaching. Expect laughs and jollities of the kind you'd find in class,
while also lots of time to push your work forward under the tutelage of experienced Artists.
With Home Studio, you can expect to push the boundaries of your work, take risks, and develop
new skills, all from your own space. This way of working is ideal for those who are unable to
attend regular classes, who may prefer to work at their own pace, or even those who wish to do it
alongside attending real life class. The beauty of it is it is completely flexible, and can be used to fit
your own situation!
How does it work? Well, there are 6 modules, that will be rolled out monthly between January and
June. You can sign up to all 6, or you can just pick and choose which to join and when to join
them! Each module is designed around approximately 20 hours of studio time or 5 hours per
week.
Each month, Home Studio will release a new online module that will contain a video lecture, and
then 4 video demonstrations (approx 1 hour in length each) to get you started on your month long
projects! You can do as much or as little work as you please - it is entirely up to you - but all the
videos, notes and information handouts will be there for you to use whenever you like.
Modules can be purchased individually for £120, or you can sign up to all 6 for a special price of
£590.
Module One will be released on 18th January 2021
The Modules will be as follows Module One - Plant and Natural Forms

Module Two - Interior Spaces
Module Three - Found Still Life
Module Four - Imagination and Inner Worlds
Module Five - Human Form
Module Six - Landscape
These modules can be done in any order, however we must stress that they will be released one
month at a time from January to June - so if you wish to do module 6 for example, it will not be
released until June.
Within each Module, we will explore in depth, the rigorous structure and energy behind making art
work, and we will teach via pre recorded video in the way we would in a real life class or workshop.

Here is the welcome blurb for Module One to give you a feel for what you can expect……..

Welcome to Module 1 of Home Studio - Plant and Natural Forms.
In this module, we will use natural forms as a starting point for exploring the possibilities of
drawing, composition, surface, mark and abstraction! With simple beginnings, we will first
engage in looking and responding to our subject, before then letting it lead us into new and
dynamic directions.
To get started, you just need a few plants or natural objects - 2 or 3 will do. These should
have strong shapes and forms, and should be easy to move around and arrange..

Our materials for this module are quite limited, but will generate many ideas for you to play
with!
In your home studio, please have at the ready, the following....
- Several large sheets of cartridge paper - around A2 is excellent, but smaller is fine too
(you'll need around 10 sheets).
- Charcoal
- White acrylic paint - or household emulsion is also fine
- An old credit or store card (make sure it's one you're not going to need again as it's going
to get messy!)
- Soft pencils - 4B/6B would be great
- An eraser
- An old rag or some kitchen roll
- And then all the things that make your studio special! Maybe some nice music on in the
background, a window open, candle on, and why not have a pot of coffee at the ready
too. Making your environment feel inviting is really important. So, once you're all ready
to go, click on Video 1 and get started.....

FURTHER INFORMATION
PREPARING FOR YOUR COURSE
You will need to set yourself up in a suitable workplace with at least one desk, table or flat surface.
A wall or somewhere to stick up work throughout a session would also be useful. Easy access to a
sink and water would be good too. You may wish to use a book or stand to raise your laptop so that
is protected from any spills.
Set your space up to give yourself maximum room to move around and work freely. Have paper
and materials ready and accessible. A well-organised and set up space will give you maximum
ease, flow and enjoyment!

MATERIALS
A specific materials-needed list for each module will be sent at least a week prior to the start date.
Here is a general recommended list of materials that will be used on the course:
A good supply of general use cartridge paper A3 - A1 (200gsm +)
Sketchbook
Charcoal

Drawing Pencils
Graphite Sticks
Marker Pens & Drawing Pens
Sharpener
Putty & Hard Erasers
Drawing Ink
Masking Tape
Scissors
PVA Glue
Acrylic Paints (We recommend White, Lemon Yellow, Cadmium Yellow, Cadmium Red, Alizarin
Crimson, Ultramarine, Cerulean or Cobalt Blue)
A good selection of brushes
Craft Knife
Fixative or Hairspray
Drawing Board
Coloured Pastels (Soft & Oil)
Oil Bars (White, Transparent, Black)

PADLET GALLERY (or other online sharing space)
We have created a private ‘Padlet Gallery’ page for you to add images of your work as you go.
Padlet is easy to use and you will be able to just drag and drop images (or upload them) directly
onto the page. Here you can leave comments on each other’s work and tutors can leave
comments too. The padlet gallery will be visible to Paintbox and invited course members only.
Please be kind and respectful in what you share and how you comment. You will be sent a link
separately along with instructions on how to use it, if you choose to do so.

Frequently Asked Questions
What skill level is ‘Home Studio’ suitable for?
Home Studio is suitable for all levels of ability, however it is helpful if you have some
drawing experience. It is geared towards those who wish to learn remotely and also artists
who want to brush up/supplement their existing skills.

What Is Downloadable?
All handouts and written information can be downloaded. Videos cannot be downloaded,
however you will have continued access to view the videos for a minimum of 1 YEAR, after
the date of purchase.

Is Feedback Included?
All elements of the modules are pre-recorded and therefore feedback is not included.
There will, however, be an opportunity for you to engage with other members of ‘Home
Studio’ via ‘Padlet’, which is a separate platform for uploading images of your work and
leaving comments. This creates a ‘community’ aspect and a supportive environment.

Can I ask questions if I get stuck?
Padlet will also act as virtual bulletin board, which allows you to submit any questions you
might have in relation to each module. This will be checked regularly and answered as
soon as possible by a Paintbox Team member. Fellow students may also answer your
questions.

